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Tim and Emily come from a church across town, and have asked to meet 
you because of some help that you offered their friends several months 
ago.  They are coming because of a persistent problem they have had in 
their marriage.  They explain that in their six years of marriage Tim has 
always had a “short fuse.”  He regularly “loses it” when he comes home 
from work which fills the evenings with tense communication.  Their 
weeks are filled with arguments about everything from dinner being 
ready on time, to whether they should have kids. Tim thinks Emily is a 
good wife, admits the problems are his fault, but says he just doesn’t know 
how to “maintain control.”  About a year ago Tim went berserk screaming 
at Emily, kicking the kitchen table and throwing plates on the floor in 
response to Emily’s complaint that he came home late without calling.  
Emily was always uncomfortable with Tim’s previous pattern of outbursts, 
but this was different.  She was truly scared.  Tim was too.  In tears she 
told Tim that something had to change.  

Tim talked to his pastor who told him that he needed to see a professional 
therapist.  Tim followed the advice and made an appointment with the 
Christian counselor whom his pastor recommended.  Tim met with the 
therapist for a few sessions, who ultimately recommended he see a 
psychiatrist for medical care.  When Tim met with the psychiatrist he was 
told that he had bi-polar disorder and began to take the medications 
prescribed by the physician. 

Tim was initially discouraged to learn that he had a disease that would 
likely last his entire life, but he was thankful to have a plan to deal with 
problem.  Emily was also encouraged that there was now at least 
something they could do. 

Their encouragement quickly gave way, however, when after several 
months on the medication Tim had still not really changed.  While his 
temperament seemed milder in general the loss of control, and screaming 
were still present.  It was at this point that Emily began to regret ever 
marrying Tim.  All the arguments together with the couple’s lack of 
children were taking their toll.  She realized she was in a marriage that she 
did not want to be in, but didn’t think she had any options. 
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Then last week Tim “went completely crazy.”  Emily suggested on a 
Saturday morning that Tim should cut the grass because he had not done 
it the week before.  Tim did more than scream and throw things this time.  
As he yelled and became more “worked up” he threw the phone at Emily.  
He missed her, knocking a hole in the wall, but they both knew he had 
crossed a line. 

Emily said she couldn’t take it anymore and wanted out of the marriage.  
She told him that if something didn’t change very quickly she was going 
to leave.  That is when he reached out to his friend who recommended 
you.  

Tim and Emily both profess faith in Christ, and relate their testimonies of 
conversion in their teen years.  Both are also terribly discouraged.  Tim 
doesn’t know how to treat Emily better since he is “plagued” by this 
disease.  Emily loves Tim and would like their marriage to work, but she 
is worn out with the lack of change.  She feels badly about wanting to 
leave because she knows he has an illness, but she is increasingly 
convinced that God is telling her to divorce Tim. 
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16. How will you decide whether to pursue Tim and Emily as 
believers or unbelievers?  What difference will their 
status as Christians make in your counseling? 

→ List reasons to consider each the case. 

• Believers – statement of faith, no church discipline 

• Nonbelievers – not functioned as believers for years 

→ List differences in approaching each. 

• Believers – Use promises and hope of God’s Word. 

• Nonbelievers – Blessings of God to believers presented as 
unavailable to them and tie to gospel. 

17. Describe, as fully as you are able, your strategy to help 
Tim and Emily think biblically about his diagnosis and 
their use of bi-polar and illness language. 

→ The strategy would be summarized as having them discuss the 
issue with questions. 

• What behaviors did Tim experience that influenced the M.D. to 
make the diagnosis? 

• What hope does the diagnosis provide? 

• Was the diagnosis based on something proven wrong with the 
body? 

• If no scientific proof would they consider looking at the 
diagnosis through a biblical grid? 

18. Emily is “Convinced that God is telling her to divorce 
Tim.”  Write out your word-for-word response to Emily 
on this matter.  In your response, be sure to address the 
themes of biblical decision-making and permission for 
divorce and remarriage. 

→ God’s only way of communicating to us specifically is through His 
Word. 

→ Let’s see how He guides us in decision making. 
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→ There are two different aspects to the will of God. 

• First what He has already revealed to us in His Word. 

• The other is His sovereign or decreed will. 

→ There are some facts we need to understand from this. 

• One is that when people talk about "knowing God's will" they 
are actually speaking of His sovereign will. 

• A number of reasons are given to explain why knowing God's 
will about a decision in advance is important. 

• If a person does not use the Bible in decision making this desire 
to know God’s will and trigger a couple of erroneous extremes.  

→ So we need to look at the place of the Bible in decision making. 

• There is no way to know God's will and to receive His guidance 
apart from the Scriptures. 

• There are scriptural principles and practices to cover all 
circumstances of life. 

• The Scriptures speak both directly and indirectly and it is 
important to know the difference. 

• Let’s list some steps to aid in good decision making. 

1. Gather all the facts relevant to the decision and list the pros 
and cons to all the options.  

2. Search out all principles, examples, etc. of Scripture that have 
a bearing on the decision. 

3. Apply these to pro's, con's and various options. 

4. Pray and ask God to help you to apply His Word wisely. 

5. May need to seek godly counsel which is what is happening 
in this counseling. 

6. If narrowed down to 2 or more equally good decisions (based 
on biblical principles) may decide on basis of preference. 
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7. If question of possible sin is involved, use holding principle. 

→ Now let’s see what the Bible says about divorce and remarriage. 

• We will start with a quick review of what the Bible teaches about 
marriage 

→ The Bible presents guidelines for different situations. 

• In 1 Corinthians 7:10,11 the context helps us understand this 
refers to a believer married to believer  

• In 1 Corinthians 7:12-15 the topic is a believer married to an 
unbeliever. 

• We will look at Matthew chapters 5 and 19 where the believer is 
married to an immoral person. 

→ Now Emily let’s look at your situation through these principles. 

• You have both stated you are believers. 

• From the facts given me there is no unrepentant immorality that 
might justify divorce. 

• You may legitimately be very uncomfortable living with Tim but 
that does not fulfill the biblical guidelines for divorce. 

• So there is no biblical reason for you to conclude that God is 
telling you to divorce Tim. 

• We will use His Word to help Tim and thus you to achieve 
victory in this situation. 

19. What strategy would you employ to see repentance, 
reconciliation, and restoration happen between Tim and 
Emily? 

→ Learn how each believes his method will help 

→ Then a review of the Gospel and their desire to please God as a 
result. 
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→ Comparison for them to review. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

→ Explain I understand their attempts to solve the problems in ways 
they think best for themselves. 

→ God’s solution requires continuing the marriage. 

→ Recognize and admit sinfulness of pleasing self rather than 
pleasing God. 

→ Set up plan to continue to work on their conflicts. 

20. Describe a detailed plan of restoring marital 
communication that you would pursue with Tim and 
Emily. 
A. Teach the 4 Rules of Communication using 

Ephesians 4:25-32. 

1. This can be done a number of ways. 

2. It is important that they understand each rule, the importance 
and the application to their communication. 

B. Then teach them the use of the conference table as a 
means of applying the Four Rules.   

1. The conference table is a structured method of practicing the 4 
rules as a part of their daily life.   

2. Once they are taught the rules it is good to schedule a time for 
a conference table each day.   

3. Developing the schedule for the first week should be done 
during the counseling session.   

 My Way God’s Way 

My View Easy – Pr. 12:15 Hard – Ps. 139:6 

God’s View Pr. 13:15 – Hard Mt. 11:30 - Easy 

Jn. 13:17 - Happy 
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4. Other important guidelines should be provided by the 
counselor, such as length of sessions, leader, wife recording 
what happens, etc.   

5. During the first weeks, their only conversations at the 
conference table deal with important issues that have arisen 
since the previous conference table.   

6. No past history is allowed in these initial tables.   

C. An aid to the use of the conference table is the conflict 
list.   

1. Each person should make an extensive list of problems, faults, 
criticisms, etc., (this is the time to list all the grievances in 
detail).   

2. Give them a week to make the list which should be made 
without the other’s help.   

3. They are returned the next session, the counselor copies them 
and gives them back with a new project the first week. 

→ Each person is to look at each complaint through 
Rom. 8:28,29.   

4. Between sessions from each list the counselor selects 3 of the 
easiest ones with very little emotional involvement. 

→ In the next six conference tables one item is brought up by 
the one making the complaint for them to work together on 
finding a solution.   

5. There will be six conference tables between counseling sessions 
so each person will present the three the counselor has marked 
(one each conference table session).   

6. In the early weeks they will probably need the counselors help 
to complete polishing those solutions. 

7. Thus they learn how God is using the failures of the spouse to 
help them become more like Christ and they are also learning 
how to solve conflicts.   

D. A less frequently used alternative to the conflict list is 
the log list – Mt. 7:3-5. 
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1. This is a list on each one’s own sins and failures in the 
relationship. 

2. When people see conflicts through this passage they can begin 
work on changing themselves first as they work on solutions. 

E. A small but extremely helpful resource is Rob Green’s 
Toolbox Series booklets on “Can We Talk.” 

1. He starts by a short, but important discussion of what Jesus 
taught in Luke 6:45 that what comes out of a person’s mouth is 
from his heart.  

2. Then Rob provides a more detailed discussion of the heart and 
motives or desires using James 1:14,15. 

3. The booklet is concluded with a concise discussion of the “Four 
Rules of Communication.” 

4. The counselor could teach Luke 6:45 and James 1:14.15 prior to 
the Four Rules as Rob does in his booklet. 

F. A larger and more detailed resource on communication 
is in the book, “Your Family God’s Way” by Wayne 
Mack. 

1. Using the section on communication entitled, “Developing God-
Honoring Family Relationships” will help them work on more 
details of their communication. 

2. The initial chapter of this section (chapter 4 in the book), “I 
Hear What You Didn’t Say,” deals with nonverbal 
communication.   

3. Chapter 5, “How to Hear What’s Not Being Said,” is a helpful 
discussion of nonverbal communication or “halo data.” 

4. Chapter 6 is on the hazards of communication that does not 
occur or when it only focuses on superficial matters.   

5. In chapter 7 he provides help with too much talk. 

6. Chapter 8 deals with hindrances he calls “circuit jammers” 
taken from the inability to get a phone call through to someone 
when the line is busy. 

https://store.faithlafayette.org/products.php?productId=7025
https://store.faithlafayette.org/products.php?productId=6568
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a. Good communication will learn ways to open the circuits so 
productive communication can be accomplished. 

b. He lists these in two broad categories; falsehood and 
unwholesome talk. 

1) Falsehood 

2) Unwholesome talk 

7. Chapters 9 & 10 teach about honesty in speech and some 
concepts to enhance communication.   

8. Chapter 11, the last of the section, is an excellent description of 
the need for listening with very helpful guidelines for growing 
in this area. 

9. At the end of each chapter he has an excellent Bible study and 
some situations for evaluating the kind of speech one is using 
according to the standards described in the chapter.   

G. Another helpful communication resource by Wayne 
Mack is the chapter on communication in 
“Strengthening Your Marriage.” 

H. This is a comprehensive program for a communication 
problem.   

1. When you deal with sins that have become long standing habits 
and control significant parts of the person’s life similar 
comprehensive programs will be needed.   

2. This is the essence of the total restructuring and radical 
amputation discussed in other questions. 

  

https://store.faithlafayette.org/products.php?productId=6571
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